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Gambler First Nation puts shovel in the ground
for Brandon’s first ever Urban Business Zone
Brandon, Treaty 2 Territory – Today was a very special day for the Gambler First Nation, a small First Nation located within the Treaty 2
Territory and a First Nation who was part of the making of Treaty 4. Located by Fort Ellis, Gamblers is now heading south within the
territory to develop Brandon’s first ever Urban Business Zone.
“I thank the City of Brandon for their work with us. This is a special day
for us and our children of Gamblers. We dedicate this property to our
youth. We will have security for seven (7) generations built up, said
Chief David Ledoux.

A packed gathering today of over a hundred people saw the shovel go
into the ground for the official ground-breaking ceremony. The City of
Brandon is honoured to have its first municipal agreement completed
with such an amazing partner.

The City of Brandon is the largest city in the Treaty 2 Territory. Open for
business and the Mayor and Council have been welcoming this day for
some time.

Lorie Thompson, FNiT2T Director CFEFCN Wellbeing performed a
mother earth song prior to putting the shovels in.
more on page 17
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Collective Economic Development is key to future
Treaty 2 Territory – Chief David Ledoux is an even keel
kinda guy. The Chief of the smallest First Nation in Treaty
2 doesn’t get too excited about things. Gambler has an
on-reserve population of about 30 members and about 90
total including family members.
The Gambler who has roots in many of the Treaty 2 western First
Nations made adhesion to Treaty 4 in 1875 getting a bigger land
base for his First Nation. Although Gambler’s today is a Treaty 4 First
Nation, they benefit wholly because of being located within the
Treaty 2 Territory the ties to the original treaty.
But what is coming gets him really excited.

It has been pretty straight forward said Ledoux.

Gambler First Nation is close to breaking ground on an Urban
Economic Development zone adjacent to Brandon, Treaty 2 and he
sees opportunity.

“They tell us what’s going on, what they’re going to do and then
they ask for my approval,” he said.

The Mayor of Brandon has been more than supportive in
accommodating Gambler First Nation.

Ledoux says the development of the urban reserve has the potential
to be a big economic generator long term.

“I’ve never met anybody who treats us as good as we’ve been treated
here,” said Ledoux. “The mayor mentioned to his staff after we got
talking and discussing where we wanted to go with our property. I
guess he told his staff either get this done or the Chief and I will get
it done as far as our user fees go.”

“We had a lot of projects for Gambler we couldn’t get going so the
benefits of being in Treaty 2 allows us to be a part of something
bigger, it gives us weight,” he said.

The fees pay for services such as water, sewer and hydro in lieu of
paying taxes to the City.

The timing of the formation of First Nations in Treaty 2 Territory was
perfect for Gambler First Nation, of which he leads the Collective
Economic Development and Management portfolio.
“It couldn’t have come at a better time. We need to change the way
we’re doing business. The PTO model isn’t working. With Treaty 2
they are actually going after what we all need which is recognition
as being self-governing but with the weight of everyone together
formed the same way makes us better.”
Ledoux says he sees a much brighter future for Treaty 2 overall.
“Treaty 2, we have an opportunity to get into bigger businesses
than we can with Gambler. Everyone can benefit, urban reserve,
private land, we don’t have to turn all of our land into reserve.
The opportunities are going to come and we’ll be ready if we’re
organized and ready. They (big business) will do business with us.”
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND RELATIONS

Keeseekoowenin Ojibway Nation holds its First
Governance Community Open-house

Treaty 2 Territory – Keeseekoowenin Ojibway Nation held its first community-based open house on the governance
development that is beginning as a member in the collective Treaty-based government in the Treaty 2 territory.
Keeseekoowenin was an original member of the Treaty 2 in 1871 and has continued to lead the territory to return to a
collective nation in the territory. Members were invited to attend the open house to become informed of the work that
has been transpiring in the establishment of the First Nation in Treaty 2 Territory (FNiT2T) government that was formed on
June 12, 2018.
The FNiT2T carries the intention to rebuild the Communitybased, Treaty-based governance government that is open to
any First Nation in the Treaty 2 territory, and if others want
to join, they can as well. The development of the FNiT2T is
evolutionary.
At this open house, presentations on the background
information about the evolution of the FNiT2T and the
intentions for moving forward in reclaiming self-determination
were provided and dialogue was encouraged. Keeseekoowenin
will be establishing a Governance Committee to begin the
development of its own constitution and subsequent laws such

as membership, education, environmental, etc. The intention
will also be for each of the FNiT2T government to form a
collective nation based on the Treaty 2 Territory once the First
Nations have ratified their local constitution.
The first open house is a stepping stone to launch the more
detailed work for drafting the constitution. Keeseekoowenin
members are encouraged to get involved, to ask questions
about the work moving forward and what this means in terms
of nation-building and governance development. To learn
more about FNiT2T please visit the website: treaty2.com
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Care and Protection of the Natural World

Chief Cameron Catcheway has always been a part of the lands that surround him
Treaty 2 Territory – The three term
Chief of Skownan First Nation was
brought up that way and being
outdoors hunting, trapping and
fishing is a way of life for him.
His freezer at home is full of wild
meat, something he shares with
community members, especially
those in the cities who don’t have the opportunity to eat it regularly.
“We’ve got buffalo, moose, fish, muskrat and I hand out for people
who can’t hunt. My freezer is always open for the people. We’ve been
hunting, trapping and fishing our whole lives here,” said Catcheway.

“My intentions were to collect from
the Province for the extraction of
resources from our lands,” he said. The
pipeline comes through Treaty 2 and
so on. So those are the main items I
want to focus on. Any extractions, I
believe Canada and Manitoba owe us.”
“I always got the impression that
protection was an important part of forming Treaty 2 and Skownan
alone has been doing that with our traditional area and so far
it’s been going well. No one has been attempting to extract our
resources.”

“My late Grandma told me there was no such thing as boredom in
our community. Skownan alone, in our traditional territory is rich in
resources. We have fish, wildlife, timber. We can live off of the land.
We don’t have to go to Safeway or IGA. We have so much, our people
can live on it.”

Of that he has made sure, spending a great deal of time working
on conservation issues, protecting resources in their traditional
territory. There is need as the closest provincial conservation officer
is at Gypsumville, over an hour away.
“We’re trying to create our own protection officers to protect our
territory,” said Catcheway.

Chief Catcheway holds the Care and Protection of the Natural World
portfolio on Treaty 2’s Governing Council, a role he takes very seriously.

It looks like Treaty 2 Territory has the right person for the job.

FNiT2T offers congratulations
to Mountain View School
Division and Assiniboine
Community College Grads!
Treaty 2 Territory-We would like to offer our
congratulations to all students today as we attend
your graduation pow wow. Your hard work adds to
the community and we honor you today and wish
you all the best in your future endeavors
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Congratulations to this year’s Graduating Class
at the University of Manitoba

Winnipeg Treaty 1 Territory – on the Treaty 1
(Anishinaabe and Cree) Territory many successful
students were honoured today. During the 30th Annual
Traditional Graduation Powwow at the University of
Manitoba held Saturday 4 May 2019 a number of our
members were honoured for achievement of graduating
this year.
Members include: Under Bachelor of Arts; Maegan Courchene
(Lake Manitoba First Nation), Sandra Hunter (Lake St Martin First
Nation), Cameron Longo (Skownan First Nation), Victoria Staff
(Pinaymootang First Nation), Megan Whitford (Ebb and Flow First
Nation); Under Post Baccalaureate in Education; Elaine Malcolm
(Ebb and Flow First Nation)
“This is a special day for all graduates and a great job well done,
good luck with your future endeavors” Grand Chief Eugene
Eastman.

(photo at right) Very windy out – Great picture with Graduates Maegan
Courchene (Lake Manitoba First Nation), Cameron Longo (Skownan First
Nation) and FNiT2T Senior Official Boh Kubrakovich-Kiniw
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND RELATIONS

Successful Governance Committee meeting in Dauphin River

Treaty 2 Territory – Another successful Governance Committee
meeting this afternoon in Dauphin River First Nation. The committee
members; L-R Leah Sumner, Councillor Leonard Sumner, Reeva
Sumner, Sophie Stagg, Helen Adamson, Yolanda Thompson (DRFN
Governance Coordinator), Lana Racette, FNiT2T – HRS/CD East and
Elder Norman Stagg.

The Governance Committee reviewed sample membership / transfer
codes and have decided to adopt one and turn into their own. Minor
changes/additions will be done to the document and the first draft
will be reviewed next week and a community meeting will be
scheduled for community input.

Children and Families Well Being

First Nations in Treaty 2
Territory (FNiT2T) walk for
Grandmothers
Treaty 1 Territory – Roughly 400 people took part in the
Grandmothers walk today in Winnipeg, Manitoba in a gesture
of solidarity with other Indigenous organizations to shed light
on the number of children under the care of Child and Family
Services who will not be with their families on Mother’s Day.
Presently there are over 11,000 children under the care of various
Child and Family services agencies in the province, with 90% of them
being Indigenous.

The secondary purpose of the walk was to shed light upon the
upcoming federal bill C-92 which was drafted without consulting
FNiT2T and other First nations across the province.
FNiT2T was represented by various office staff, community members
and Lake Manitoba Chief Cornell McLean, Child and Families
portfolio holder for FNiT2T.
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Care and Protection of the Natural World

St. Lazare derailment site soil to be lab tested by CN
Treaty 2 Territory – CN will be shipping soil samples from underneath the train tracks
at St. Lazare to Calgary, Alberta to be tested where a February derailment caused
over 800,000 litres of oil to spill.
The small oxbow lake between the tracks and the Assiniboine River will also be
tested as minute amounts of oil were detected when tests were conducted in
February. Treaty 2 Director of Lands, Water and Resources Joseph Maud inspected the
area today.
Maud said he was briefed by CN official Loni Waldner and requested that Treaty 2 be
given copies of the results.

Lifelong Learning

O-Chi-Chak-Ko-Sipi eyes building a solid education system

Treaty 2 Territory – Staff from FNiT2T and Life Long Learning
and Human Development Secretariat met in O-Chi-Chak-KoSipi today with their leadership. Discussions were based on
moving forward with a local Education Act/Law to build a solid
system for the community being something Chief Eugene
Eastman has been very supportive toward.

Athletics was discussed as Councillor Trevor McDonald was
very supportive toward the Sports and Recreation Directorate
moving forward with the establishment of a sport system for
the students to play against other schools within the Treaty 2
territory.

The planning for their new school continues with the designing
by Stantec is near the 66% threshold.

A positive move that will enhance athletics in the territory
which includes the planning of the Winter Games in
Pinaymootang.
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Community Development and Relations

Governance Meeting held at Dauphin River First Nation

Treaty 2 Territory-The Dauphin River First Nation Governance Committee met today to continue drafting a membership code for community
review and discussed the importance of creating one for their community with the changes coming in June 2019 for Bill S3. Discussions also
included to continue reviewing the sample Constitutions and start developing an electronic copy at the next meeting.

Care and Protection of the Natural World

Dauphin Lake Spring Harvest Biomass a success
Treaty 2 Territory – Turtle River Watershed Conservation
District Manager Jody Tucker and First Nations in Treaty
2 Territory Director of the Care and Protection of the
Natural World Joseph Maud conclude the Dauphin Lake
Spring Harvest Biomass May 13th, 2019.
Turtle River Watershed Conservation in Partnership with
FNIT2T employed 4 Resource Technicians for 18 days to
weigh Pickerel caught by Fishers from April 26th-May
13th at Turtle River, this Project will help determine
Dauphin Lake Management strategies in the coming
years. The Technicians also handed out information about
the Care and Protection office and sustainability during
the spring spawn.
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Elders and local Justice Committee moving
governance forward in Lake St. Martin

Treaty 2 Territory – It was a great day spent in Lake St Martin First
Nation on governance with Chief Sinclair, elders, members and the
Justice committee regarding law making and the creation of a First
Law for the First Nation.

to create a governance committee which has happened. The
committee meeting will be scheduled shortly.

“We are moving forward with our laws and protection of our First
Nation. We are a proud member of Treaty 2 and with the new
formed government of FNiT2T we will move forward together in
unity”, said Chief Adrian Sinclair during his address.

All members within the First Nation were invited to attend the open
house to become informed of the work that has been transpiring in
the establishment of the First Nation in Treaty 2 Territory (FNiT2T)
government that was formed on June 12, 2018. The FNiT2T carries
the intention to rebuild the Community-based, Treaty-based
governance government.

Community coordinator Clarence Morse was on hand chairing the
open house session. He has been working with his community

Considering the flood of 2011 and the devastation; LSM Members
are very positive and would like to see their Nation move forward.

Community Development and Relations

Work continues on Dauphin River’s
Membership Code
Treaty 2 Territory – On May 22, 2019, Dauphin River First Nation Governance Committee
along with First Nations in Treaty 2 territory continued working on the first draft of
DRFNs Transfer / Membership Code.
Next step they will be taking is to add Anishinaabemowin to their document with the
assistance of Elders who have sound knowledge of the language and oral history.
Elders from various East side First Nations will be invited to participate in the next
meeting which is scheduled for Tuesday, May 28,2019 at 10:00 am at the new DRFN
Governance Development Building.

(L-R); Allan Sumner, Yolanda Thompson – DRFN
Governance Coordinator, Elder Emma Sumner,
Helen Adamson and Lana Racette, HRS/Community
Developer – East Side, FNiT2
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CARE AND PROTECTION OF THE NATURAL WORLD

FNiT2T Presentation to The Committee (Canada) on Bill
C-68, Amendments to the Fisheries Act – 7 May 2019

1 . Introduction
Good evening, I am Joseph Maud, Director for the Care and
Protection of the Natural World at the First Nations in Treaty 2
Territory (FNiT2T) government, which is situated across two
provinces of Manitoba and Saskatchewan.
We are here today to relay the messages from our people that
represent the Spirit and Intent of Treaty 2, made on August 21, 1871,
which was based on a mutual commitment to live together in peace
and friendship remains.
The Treaty 2 Territory is defined by its lakes and rivers. The Treaty
describes the boundaries that include the mouth of the Winnipeg
River, Lake Winnipeg, Berens River, Lake St. Martin, Lake Manitoba,
Lake Winnipegosis, Waterhen Lake, the Shell River, the rapids in the
Assiniboine River. Included in the territory is Lake Dauphin and Clear
Lake.
We are glad to see that Canada is finally mandating the protection of

the Lake Winnipeg Basin, considering it is dying from pollution and
interference with its natural process. A large area of the southern
basin lies in Treaty 2 Territory and historically has been a major
aspect of our natural economy and lives. We expect that the Minister
of Fishers will support a nation-to-nation relationship with us, based
on respectful cooperation and partnership and recognition of our
Inherent Rights.
We have always known that proper management and control of our
fisheries is required to maintain a healthy quality water not only for
humans, but all other life that depend on it. The conservation and
protection of fish and fish habitat in Treaty 2 Territory, including by
preventing pollution is crucial. We expect that the proposed Fisheries
Act Bill C-68, will provide protection not only for today, but lasting
many generations to come.
We recommend that the Senate Committee amend the Bill to ensure
that the process of authorization of projects in and near Water
Bodies which might result in the death of fish or harmful alteration,
disruption or destruction of fish habitat be broadened to include

www.moccasintrailnews.com
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“spawning and migration of fish” must include FNiT2T meaningful
involvement. It is easily conceivable that a project that does not
actually kill fish or alter habitat may still cause significant disruption
of spawning or other migratory habits and requirements of fish that
the entire fishery could be severely diminished.

dramatically affected and required severe remediation for its and our
continued survival. When water is poisoned with chemicals, sewage,
garbage – fish die. They get diseased. Deformed. They are unable
to be what the Creator intended them to be, sustenance for us and
other life.

Having said that, we are concerned about the definition of
“Indigenous governing bodies” and how that definition is applied.
Who says who is and who is not an “Indigenous governing bodies?”
Who decides? Is a strong fishers’ organization less qualified to advise
the Minister than the head of another organization? The draft Bill
must be revised to clarify these significant questions.

We would like to also highlight that the diversion of waterways is
an on-going issue such as the run-off water from fields along the
Missouri River hundreds of miles away in the United States. It is
then diverted into the Assiniboine and further diverted into Lake
Manitoba and Lake Winnipeg. We would like to remind you that the
water flows north into Hudson’s Bay and into the Arctic and Atlantic
Oceans. The diversion of waterways and their detrimental impact is
not only nationally but carries with it global impacts.

Consequently, we strongly recommend that the Bill be amended
by adding the proviso declaration, “if that province has laws that
are deemed equivalent to those provisions or regulations with the
proviso that such declaration has no force and effect in relation to
rights and interests protected by s. 35 of the Constitution Act 1982
and subject to s. 91(24) of the British North America Act 1982.”
We assume that Clause 6 of Bill C-68 extending the application of
this declaration of equivalent provisions to the laws of Indigenous
governing bodies that are in effect in the territories governed by
these bodies (amended section 4.2(1)) is not intended to apply to
“Treaty 2 Territory” or the “Territory set out in Treaty 2”?
We support the repeal of the definitions of “Aboriginal” in the Bill.
The term is the product of the Doctrine of Discovery, and while it
is unfortunately used in the
Constitution of Canada 1982,
should not otherwise be
uttered with respect to the
People of Treaty 2 Territory.
We wish to be sure that the
term “fish habitat” defined in
Clause 1(5) is interpreted to
mean “fish habitat” as it was
at the time Treaty, including
those areas that have since
been taken up by Settlers and
impacted the wellness of the
habitat and waterways. Due
to Settler “civilization,” the
natural “fish habitat,” has been

2. The Facts
We highlight two concerning issues:
The Department of Fisheries maintains that “the new Fisheries Act
reflects what we heard from . . . over a hundred meetings with
partners, stakeholders and Indigenous groups. . .”
Our Nations within the Treaty 2 Territory, that are dependent on
the fish and their habitats, yet we are unaware and have not been
meaningful consulted on the amendments nor were advised on
the advanced stage of the revisions; although this Bill affects our
Inherent Rights.
The Department states
in its media releases that
the proposed Act would
“strengthen the role of
Indigenous peoples in
project reviews, monitoring
and policy development;”
While there are some very
positive points in the Bill,
we can find little in the Bill
which would “strengthen
the role” of our people
with regard to our fisheries
and our rights and our
involvement in project
reviews, monitoring and
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policy development. We ask the Department to point out where that
evaluation is in error.

provinces. This legal affect has never been consented to by our
FNiT2T Nations.

At the same time, we feel that this Bill generally is positive, an
improvement, and we do not wish to delay its passage, however our
Inherent Rights must be respected and adhered to.

4. Mixed Federal and Provincial
Jurisdiction

Having said all this, made all of these recommendations, the sad
fact is that very little of your good work will apply in our Treaty 2
Territory.
We have no way of knowing, but our hunch is that neither was
the Committee informed of the situation which we face, and that
the Committee – you Senators individually – are being asked to
contribute to the continuance of grave injustices.
The protection, ownership, allocation, use and management of
fish and fish habitat, in Manitoba, are governed by a) the Canadian
constitution, b) Treaties and c) Federal and Manitoba legislation.
Treaty No. 2 provided for a portion of the lands in the territory to be
taken up for immigration and settlement providing compensation
was paid by Canada. The Constitution of Canada provides that any
law of Canada which contradicts that arrangement is of no force
and effect. Joint management for fisheries must occur and FNiT2T
request, is ready and prepared to enter into discussions with Canada
immediately. The Duty to Consult must take place regarding these
amendments

The Canadian Parliament has assumed it has exclusive constitutional
jurisdiction to make laws for the conservation of fish, including
setting fishing seasons, quotas, size limits and gear restrictions. It
does not.
5. Fish Management and
Administration
While Canada in practice assumes it has ultimate legal authority and
responsibility for fish and fish habitat conservation matters. To this
pretention, most of the day-to-day management and administration
of federal fisheries regulations has effectively been delegated to
Manitoba officials the Minister of Water Stewardship, the Director
of Fisheries and fishery officers employed by Manitoba. They are
the ones who arrest us when we exercise our Inherent Rights.
We remind you again that we have never ceded our sovereignty,
self-determination and self-regulation in regards to managing and
controlling our natural resources.
6. Reconciliation Measures Required
We recommend the following measures:

It could be reasonably argued that compensation would be paid by
Canada for the use made by settlers of waters and/or for fish taken
by settlers.

Canada must implement the immediate consultation with the
FNiT2T Nations.

Over the years, the impacts have been so negative that the very
productive fisheries which once sustained our lives have virtually
disappeared.

Create a joint management initiative to address the issues
concerning the waterways and its habitat (ie. Restoration, regulation
requirements, monitoring, etc).

3. Current Law: “Fish on Crown
Property Are A Provincial Resource”

We thank the Committee for listening. We look forward to your
address of our concerns in relation to Bill C-68 with regard to Treaty
2 Territory.

Treaty 2 was made in 1871 without any mention of the natural
resources.
However, the Constitution Act of 1930 pretended to give legal effect
to Natural Resources Transfer Agreements in each of the prairie

We also inform you that our concerns regarding our Inherent Rights
we have identified in today’s presentation will be forwarded to the
Ministers and we expect
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Children and Families Well Being

Lorie Thompson joins FNiT2T team adding knowledge and experience
Treaty 2 Territory – The Government of First
Nations in Treaty 2 Territory (FNiT2T) is very
pleased to announce the addition of Lorie
Thompson a very knowledgable and experienced
Ikwe as Director of Children, Families, Community,
Nation Well-being Secretariat.
Lorie Thompson is humbled to be a Kokoom of
16 grandchildren. She has 6 children and many
adopted others. Lorie has family origins from Pine
Creek First Nation through her late mother and
Ebb & Flow First Nation through her late father.
She has been raised on the land by her parents. Her late dad’s
trapline sustained her and her 15 siblings. Lorie hold an arts and

law degree through the University of Manitoba.
She has many years of experience in serving First
Nations, the child and family sector, and housing.
Lorie has spent many years volunteering with
youth mentorship.
“Most of all of life, aside from love of family, I
enjoy being a helper and especially obtaining
knowledge in First Nation oral history and laws.
Spending time with knowledge holders and
language speakers is truly a gift. As always I’m
thankful for this opportunity and I look forward
to helping as best as I’m able. We all have purpose
and the power to empower each other.” said Thompson.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND RELATIONS

Lake St. Martin First Nation’s newly appointed Governance
Coordinator and Committee Members meet
Lake St. Martin (WINNIPEG Sub-Office)
- Lake St. Martin First Nation’s newly
appointed Governance Coordinator,
Committee Members and First Nations in
Treaty 2 Territory met for the first time.
During this session they all received
an orientation and presentation on
the following issues/topics; What is a
Constitution, Bill S3 and Governance
Committee Terms of Reference.
The first meeting went well and Committee
Members discussed plans on creating a
workplan to begin work on developing a
Constitution for their First Nation.
Next meeting is planned for Wednesday,
May 29th, at 1:00 pm in the new
community.

Present (L-R); Clarence Morse, LSMFN Governance Coordinator, Florence Wood, Lillian Morse,
Mary Spence, 2 Youth & Lana Racette, HRS/Community Developer- East – FNIT2T (Missing in
picture but attended; Alicia Woodhouse and Mervin Sinclair)
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Care and Protection of the Natural World

The Earth won’t survive leaders like Premier Brian Pallister

WINNIPEG – An environmental watchdog is calling for an urgent increase in park and peatlands protection in order to safeguard
against impending biodiversity and climate crises. The Wilderness Committee released a new report today condemning the actions
of the current Manitoba government as they continue to permit logging and mining in provincial parks. Their inaction comes at a
time when thousands of scientists around the world are calling for protecting species, lands and waters.
“This government is absolutely failing to protect parks and nature
at a time when they are our number one tool to counter the
looming biodiversity and climate crises,” said Wilderness and Water
Campaigner Eric Reder. “Our future is tied to preserving more nature
and wilderness in Manitoba.”
The Future is Wild also calls for a bold new goal of protecting twothirds of the province’s peatlands by 2030 as an essential component
for Manitoba to be a climate leader. Peatlands are the most carbonrich terrestrial ecosystem on Earth and they make up one-third
of the province. Preserving them is one of the greatest steps the
province can take to halt global warming.
“We have a critical responsibility in Manitoba to care for the most
carbon-rich lands on Earth. Protecting our peatlands will affect the
climate all over the planet,” said Reder.
Recent grave reports from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change and the Intergovernmental Science-Policy Platform on
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services state the imminent risks posed
by climate change and the loss of nature are challenging the survival
of humanity. At the same time, Manitoba Premier Brian Pallister has

abandoned protected area goals most jurisdictions on the planet are
striving to achieve.
“Protected area policies in the province are being crippled,” said
Reder. “Our province has the opportunity to be a world leader in
preserving nature because of the amount of wilderness we have.”
The report goes on to highlight that the only way for us to solve the
climate and biodiversity crises is for individuals to become involved
in their community and raise their voices for nature.
“Business as usual politicians will not lead us out of this problem. We
need to come together as a community does when they are facing
disaster, and talk through a vision for a better future for nature and
for our climate,” emphasized Reder.

We have a critical responsibility in
Manitoba to care for the most carbonrich lands on Earth. Protecting our
peatlands will affect the climate all
over the planet. -Reder

Eric Reder | Wilderness and Water Campaigner | 204 997 8584 | eric@wildernesscommittee.org
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Official site visit preparing for the Anishinaabe
Gathering in August
Treaty 2 Territory – Today within the Treaty 2 Territory at the Keeseekoowenin Ojibway Nation 61A an historic visit happened where Grand
Council Treaty 3 Ogichiidaa Francis Kavanaugh, SCO Grand Chief Jerry Daniels & Chief Norman Bone on behalf of FNiT2T Grand Chief Eugene
Eastman attended an official site visit preparing for the Anishinaabe Gathering who are collaborating to host August 13-16, 2019 at Clear Lake
61A!
The agenda discussions have started, which include; language,
governance, trade and economic development and the gathering
of Nations throughout the Aninishinabe Nation. Youth, elders
and women discussions will be held. Hearing stories and working
together to unify a Nation in which is strong and vibrate will be a key
mission for the historic event.
The FNiT2T Government have been officially included as a supporter
in such event and will have a representative at the planning
committee. All information will be made available through an
official website of the gathering made within the next few weeks.

History and language come to forefront in FNiT2T
relationship with Dauphin River First Nation
Treaty 2 Territory- Dauphin River First Nation Governance Coordinator, Committee
Members and Treaty 2 staff met with various Elders to discuss their history and come
up with proper Anishinaabe pronunciations for their community name and terms
they would like included in the membership transfer code they are jointly working on.
These terms will be incorporated into the next phase of work on the development of
their constitution code. The GCM also extended an invitation to Elder Gordon Stagg of
Pinaymootang First Nation to come share oral history of the DRFN.
Present (L-R); Back row: Emery Stagg, Yolanda Thompson / DRFN GC, Stanley Thompson,
Lyric Thompson, Helen Adamson, Reeva Sumner, Ryan Sutherland, Director Community
Development / FNiT2T, Lana Racette, HRS-Community Developer East Side / FNiT2T
Front row: Elder Gordon Stagg, Elder Edith Kipler, Elder Mary Stagg (JR), Elder Norman Stagg

www.moccasintrailnews.com
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Fisher River Signs Community Tripartite Agreement with Governments
to establish RCMP Detachment

FISHER RIVER CREE NATION, MANITOBA – On Wednesday May 15, 2019; Chief David Crate and Leadership of Fisher River
Cree Nation (FRCN) signed a Community Tripartite Agreement (CTA) with the Government of Canada, represented by
Public Safety Canada and Province of Manitoba, represented by Wes Courchene, Director of First Nations Policing to
establish a RCMP Detachment on Fisher River Cree Nation.
“The signing of the CTA Agreement is another step forward for the
security of the members of the Fisher River Cree Nation and marks
an accumulation of 15 years of work and effort in trying to secure
policing services in the Community.

According to a Harvard University study; policing services contributes
not only in safety but in economic development. As potential
partners and investors feel more secure about their involvement in
the community if police services are nearby and present.

Today is a milestone for the Community and we look forward to
working with the Federal and Provincial Governments in the process
of establishing the RCMP Detachment in Fisher River Cree Nation.” –
Chief David Crate

The proposed location for the new Detachment will be where the old
Community Hall once stood and is in the heart of the Community.

The Community Tripartite Agreement and Detachment is part of
the First Nations Policing Program. The RCMP is one of several
police agencies providing professional and dedicated service to
First Nations and Inuit communities under the terms of the First
Nations Policing Program (FNPP). The FNPP is administered by Public
Safety Canada, and cost-shared between the federal and provincial/
territorial governments.

Once signed by the other levels of Government, the agreement will
be posted.
Media Inquiries:
Sam Murdock, Director of Operations
Fisher River Cree Nation | Ph: 204.645.2171
Email: frcnsam@mymts.net
The First Nations in Treaty 2 Territory would like to congratulate Chief Crate and
Leadership for moving your Cree Nation forward. Article from www.fisherriver.ca

Address: Box 1254 Lake Manitoba, Manitoba, Canada R0C 3K0
E m a i l : o f f i c e @ t r e a t y 2 . c o m | www.moccasintrailnews.com
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Governance Committee meeting held at Keeseekoowenin
Treaty 2 Territory – The Keeseekoowenin First Nation
governance committee met on Tuesday, May 21st, and
FNiT2T was there to assist them in their first meeting
together.
Lorie Thompson and Scott Lynxleg presented them with terms
of reference and Lorie presented an overview of community
development along with a timeline of where the First Nation wants
to start and end the self-governing constitution for Keeseekoowenin.
There was great discussion on what is needed and how to go about
collecting data and engaging the community members. Another
committee meeting is scheduled for June 10, 2019.

Gambler First Nation... page 1
“Thank you Chief Ledoux for inviting me to the Gambler First
Nation and the New Urban Business Zone. This is Brandon’s first
endeavor into this process. Our Urban Aboriginal Peoples Council
was established a few years ago, and this shows the work that has
been done. I am proud to be part of this. We have been talking for
some time about relationships and this is really the bedrock of this
particular development and the success we have had with such a

Chief David LeDoux and
Mayor Rick Chrest

positive outcome”, said
Mayor Rick Chrest.
“This shows the little
engine that could” and can
do anything and Gamblers
is leading the way!
The Government of First Nations in Treaty 2 Territory was on hand
today and very proud of what Gamblers has accomplished to date
with business development.
“This marks a special day for all of us Anishinaabe in the Treaty 2
Territory. We are here today to celebrate success in belief in what
we need to do if we put our mind to it. As time went by we saw the
hard work and efforts Chief Ledoux and his Council has been doing
and we commend him for that. We welcome nothing but success for
Gamblers and it’s a pleasure sitting with him at FNiT2T moving the
Treaty 2 Territory forward.” Said Grand Chief Eastman.

SCO Grand Chief Daniels, FNiT2T Grand Chief Eastman, Chief David LeDoux,
Chief Karen Batson, Chief Norman Bone, Brandon Mayor Rick Chrest

We stand with Chief Ledoux and Gambler First Nation moving
forward! The FNiT2T wishes the Gambler First Nation luck in the
future endeavors at Brandon’s first ever Urban Business Zone.
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Wahbung Our Tomorrows 1971

T

ragically, the net result of the experiences and
experimentation was to generate feelings of bitterness
and frustration amongst the student body and the
parents. After a century of an educational system
that was in fact, irrelevant to the environment and culture of
Indian people, it goes without saying that the Indian has been
thereby denied the means to participate in the resources and
development of our land.
A century of government administration and government and
church control increasingly restricted the social and physical mobility
of Indian people. The effects of living in an atmosphere of state
dependency, where virtually all decisions relating to your life and
your future are made by others, has brought about a situation where
the psychological barriers to change are such that it will require
conscious effort on the part of Indian people to effect change
in a manner consistent with their own objectives. From a life of
productivity and harmony with nature the Indian has been forced to
marginal economic activity, with all its uncertainties and tragedies.
In developing new methods of response and community
involvement it is imperative that we, both Indian and Government,
recognize that economic, social and educational development are
synonymous and thus must be dealt with as a “total” approach
rather than in parts. The practice of program development in
segments, in isolation as between its parts, inhibits if not precludes,
effective utilization of all resources in the concentrated effort
required to support economic, social and educational advancement.
In order that we can effect change in our own right, it will be
necessary to develop a whole new process of community orientation
and development. The single dependency factor of Indian people
upon the state cannot continue, nor do we want to develop
a community structure that narrows the opportunities of the
individual through transferal of dependencies under another single
agency approach.
It is generally recognized that the strength of society rests with
the inter-dependency of people, on upon the other, and the
development of the community of interest that exists between all
people to pursue progress and a better way of life. For the Indian

this will mean a conscious effort to develop inter relationships that
have for a century have been inhibited by continued state control.
Our treaties by the very fact of the Crown’s negotiating and signing
them, were and are recognition of our aboriginal title to this land.
Our treaties were and are unconscionable by virtue of the distortions,
inequities, and the inconsistencies implicit in the negotiations. The
demonstrable lack of any intention to implement the potentially
beneficial aspects of the treaties confirms the cynicism and deceit
which attended a one sided treaty making process.
Our treaties by the very fact of the Crown’s negotiating and signing
them, were and are recognition of our aboriginal title to this land.
Our treaties were and are unconscionable by virtue of the distortions,
inequities, and the inconsistencies implicit in the negotiations. The
demonstrable lack of any intention to implement the potentially
beneficial aspects of the treaties confirms the cynicism and deceit
which attended a one sided treaty making process.”
(Manitoba First Nations response to Prime
Minister Pierre Trudeau 1969 White Paper)
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Care and Protection of the Natural World

Full day of celebrations and discussions in Brandon
Treaty 2 Territory – On May 23rd, 2019, Dr. Betty Lynxleg
– Director of Life Long Learning, Joseph Maud Director of
Care and Protection of the Natural World & Internal/External
Relations, Lorie Thompson – Director Children, Families and
Nation Well-being were extended the opportunity to support
the City of Brandon’s first graduation pow wow celebrating the
achievements of Indigenous learners at the high school, college
and university levels.
LIFE LONG LEARNING & EXTERNAL RELATIONS
Positive discussions and exchange of contact information took place
in order for FNiT2T to create connections and create meaningful
relationships.
The celebration is a success which will be followed by an “Honouring
the Good Road Gala” this evening. Congratulations to all the
graduates, their families and Nations. And, a congratulations on your
graduation shout out to Memory Blackbird from Keeseekoowenin
First Nation, who is the FNiT2T Governance Coordinator in
Keeseekoowenin First Nation!
CHILDREN, FAMILIES & NATION WELL-BEING, EXTERNAL
RELATIONS
A discussion meeting was also had with Southern Chiefs
Organization (SCO) Director of Child and Family Services – Dianne
Kelly in order to open dialogue and collaborate in the pursuit of
holistic transformation solutions for the benefit of our families and
their children through FNiT2T and SCO mandates. We look forward
to continuing this relationship journey as our children are the center
and we are in one canoe.
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